


ACT JAPAN is a joint project by 
GLOBAL YOUTH BUREAU and ALPINE TOUR SERVICE. 

GLOBAL YOUTH BUREAU specializes in luxury products and tours with specific themes for
discerning travelers.
ALPINE TOUR SERVICE is the absolute pioneer of mountaineering trips in Japan.
Both companies have a history of more than 50 years in the travel industry, and have played a major
role in their respective fields of expertise.

Who We Are



Memories You'll Treasure
For The Rest Of Your Life.
The greatest gift of travel is the people you meet there. 

The memories that you make with them are the most valuable thing you take home. 
Our trips are designed not merely to visit tourist destinations, but also to ‘connect’ people. 

We, ACT JAPAN will play our rightful role in ‘connecting’ people and ensuring our valued customers 
take home memorable experiences that they can treasure for the rest of their lives.

Company Philosophy



Clients

ACT JAPAN will support your
clients generously until
everything is completed. 
For preparation, we will inform
you of the present situation of
locals, what-to-bring, latest
updates on weather, currency,
and any other conditions. 

"Partners" ACT JAPAN

To schedule a visit, clients
find the nearest partner
company listed on our
website. 

"Partners" will communicate
with the clients to collect and
keep track of information.
Based on the information
provided by our partners,
ACT JAPAN will arrange one
and only travel experience.



ACT JAPAN is a senior-friendly tour company.
Although our tour does not require any difficulties or particular techniques, 
we divided our tour into three activity levels to provide more accuracy. 

We specialize in premium and high-end travel products.

Our tour is dedicated to small-group and individuals 
so as to ensure personalized attention.
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Features of Our Tour



We Offer 
Experience-Oriented Travel.
We design our trips to let our guests experience the
unique flavor of destinations ― By enjoying the
pinnacle of hospitality at traditional inns where you
could come into contact with the culture and arts of
Japan, walking shoulder-to-shoulder with a guide who
shares fascinating facts that you would never glean
from the internet, visiting local producers and
dedicated chefs who share a passion for cuisine. 



GLOBAL has been one of Japan’s leading specialists in overseas travel for almost 55
years. With the special brand of know-how and long years of experience, we offer
tours with specific themes for discerning travelers: 
Concert Cruise with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra on the Western
Mediterranean Sea, a special collaboration with Relais & Châteaux, a tour flying
into Antarctica, a journey on world-renowned luxury train represented by Rovos
Rail and Blue Train. 

In recent years, we have also focused on domestic tours for senior guests who are
incapable of traveling abroad. With the cooperation of our partners throughout
Japan, we can offer an experience beyond the reach of individual travelers.

The Leading Company Provides
Exclusive Trips by Pursuing
Quality Rather than Quantity.



Not only do we emphasize fancy
and artful options, but we also
select a farm-to-table restaurant
that serves dishes with seasonal
nutrient-dense ingredients
harvested and delivered directly
to the restaurant from local
producers. We also love to
discover a hideaway restaurant
where you can enjoy an
authentic culinary delight with
just a few others in a remote
place.

Accommodation

We offer a variety of
accommodation that matches
your taste. -Whether it references
traditional craftsmanship where
you could come into contact with
the culture and arts of Japan, or a
room that integrates Western
comforts into traditional
Japanese style that comes with a
private open-air hot spring, or a
hideaway ryokan known only to
those in the know which has an
excellent reputation for cuisine.

By working collaboratively with
the local community, we provide
unparalleled access to authentic
cultural experiences involving
interactions with locals who are
eager to share time-honored
traditions that have been passed
down for generations. They are
looking forward to assisting you
in experiencing its culture and
creating lifelong memories.

Things We Value
We carefully select each and every accommodation and restaurant 
to deliver high-quality tourism products and services to discerning travelers. 

Cuisine Interact



ALPINE is Japan's first travel company to conduct a hiking tour
to European Alps. Mitsuhiko Yoshino, the ex-chairman of
ALPINE and the very first Japanese to reach the summit of the
Matterhorn North face in 1965, made it possible to conduct a
hiking tour to the European Alps in 1969. People were yearning
for that far place then.

Our long journey as a pioneer of mountaineering trips can be
said that it is equal to the history of those tours in Japan. We
will keep offering lots of great trekking opportunities based on
our expanding knowledge and years of experience.

ALPINE
Since 1969

Past Notable
Records

1972: 
Mount Kilimanjaro

1978: Karakoram of Pakistan

1971: 
Nepal

Himalayas

The Absolute Pioneer of
Mountaineering Trips in Japan.



guntû,
A Little Hotel Floating
On The Seto Inland Sea
1-Night Stay At Ocean-View Resort and
2-Night Stay at Floating Ryokan

🄫guntû

Model Itineraries

https://guntu.jp/


Voyage Of Indulgence
By Cruise-Train Seven
Stars In Kyushu
5-day round trip including 
1 night stay in a "ryokan"

Model Itineraries



Shinichiro Takagi
Owner And Executive

Chef At Restaurant
Zeniya 

Shinichiro Takagi is the second-generation owner and executive chef at highly acclaimed
restaurant Zeniya, located in Kanazawa. (Ishikawa Pref.) Although he once studied abroad in
the U.S, and his major at university was commercial science, he distinguished himself as a chef
who provides an unforgettable dining experience in Japan. He enhances the local delicacies by
accompanying it with the perfect local sake of Kanazawa, a region renowned for its sake
breweries. Following his curiosity for the pinnacle of Japanese cuisine, he has been invited to
serve his exquisite dishes at numerous important events across the globe. Furthermore, his
restaurant Zeniya got two Michelin stars, one of the greatest honors that all chefs aspire to.

We have partnered with experts in a specific field who will bring your travel to another level. 
Our professional partners will satisfy your intellectual curiosity with a detailed explanation.

©Relais & Châteaux

Meet the Experts



Yuri Ugaya
Garden Designer 

Yuri Ugaya is a garden designer and producer based in Japan. She was born and
raised in Kyoto. After studying Japanese cultural history at University in Kyoto,
she went abroad to over 30 counties, solely to admire the gardens. She studied
gardening at Niagara Parks Commission School of Horticulture in Canada and had
an experience in Kew Gardens, England. Her major works include a Japanese
“Zen” garden she created at the Grand Central Station, New York in 2017.



Gota Miura
Professional Skier  

Gota Miura is the youngest son of Yuichiro Miura, “The Man Who Skied Down Everest”. 
Because of his unique family background, he climbed Monte Rose and Mt. Kilimanjaro at the age
of 11, and Mt. Elbrus (Russia) at the age of 16. Participated in the Lillehammer Olympic Games
(1994) and Nagano Olympic Games (1998), he has long been a prominent mogul skier in Japan.
Thus, he was involved with the freestyle skiing World Cup and Olympic Game commentator. At
Sochi Olympics (2014) and PyeongChang Olympics (2018), he commentated on 4 Freestyle skiing
events. (During these events, his commentating was so unorthodox for the Japanese that, they
made him famous as a unique commentator rather than a climber or skier.) Along with his
carrier, he was supporting his father Yuichiro Miura to climb Mt. Everest at the age of 70,75 and
80(The current world record of oldest to climb Mt. Everest). Gota himself had stepped the
summit of Everest twice in these expeditions.



ACT JAPAN is now looking for a business partner to cooperate with companies 
around the world to fulfill each of our customer’s wishes and ensure their satisfaction. 
If you feel that we could share a common perspective and are interested in distributing our luxury products, 
we would love to hear from the e-mail address: japan@gyb.co.jp

Business Partners



CEO
SATOSHI SHIBAZAKI

+81 03-3505-0055 

ALPINE TOUR SERVICE Co.,Ltd.

1966

CEO
KEN SERIZAWA

GLOBAL YOUTH BUREAU Co.,Ltd.

1969

F7 REVZO Toranomon Bld., 1-
8-1, Nishishimbashi, Minato-
Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Address

Established

Business Activities

Address
F2 Hachisu Bld., 420-3
Dainichi, Yotsukaido-Shi,
Chiba, Japan.

Established

Business Activities
Travel business mainly in hiking,
trekking & mountain climbing trips.

Wholesalers supplying  domestic
and international travel product.

Company Name
Company Name

 japan@gyb.co.jp

tel:0335050055
tel:0335050055
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